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Contents 1
EU

Matti Supponen, EU Energy Commissioner 5 November at 2nd

Stakeholder open workshop.
EU code process
Content expected of EU Codes by Article 8
EU Electricity Rules – structure + work in progress

Regulators
Framework Guidelines for Pilot Code by Tahir Kapetanovic, 
Director E-Control, ERGEG ENMF Co-Chair
Development process
Following formal consultation

FG Key issues
Code Key issues
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Contents 2
ENTSO-E - overview

A Trans-European Network
A tentative list of Codes to be initiated in the next 3 years
3rd package: Splits of responsibilities in developing codes
Pilot Code for Grid Connection with special focus on wind
Bilateral meetings with special interest stakeholder groups
Next steps
Conference in February in Brussels “Towards electricity infrastructure for a Carbon 
Neutral Europe”

The draft code
One Framework Guideline – several Network Codes 
Code structure
Capacity Thresholds
Requirements – categorised & thresholds for each
Compliance
Sample code in relation to FSM and LFSM

Conclusion – your opportunity to engage
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Conclusion 
Your opportunity to get involved

3rd package, EU & Regulator driving this

ENTSO-E drafting the Pilot & outline programme for many more

Massive Stakeholder engagement programme, even for this one NC. 

Your opportunities to engage:

Through one of 5 special interest groups – contact them

Send comments at informal stage for consideration

Comment at formal stage – with response

Method for GB implementation not yet known

Awaiting broad guidance from final FG from Regulators

Expected mid December 2010

Work out GB implementation process 
May need to be completed <1 year

Replicate in GB Code or refer to EU NC?
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Implementing binding decisions

Covered in DECC’s consultation on the implementation of the EU 
third package

Member states must ensure that:

National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) are given duties to 
implement and comply with decisions of the Agency for the Co-
operation of Energy Regulators (ACER) and the Commission; 

NRAs are granted “enabling powers in order to carry out 
regulatory tasks in an efficient and expeditious manner”; and 

a right of appeal is available for any party affected by the NRA’s 
proposals. 
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Implementing binding decisions

To comply with these requirements, DECC propose

Replace current collective licence modification process with a process that 
allows Ofgem to reach its decision subject to appeal

Present 20% rule means Ofgem cannot implement without reference 
to CC

Allow Ofgem to initiate code modifications where they are essential for 
implementation of decision 

Usual industry process will then take effect including provision for 
‘alternatives’.

However any such process would need to respect timescales set for 
implementing a decision


